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Motivation
A service robot needs:
Basic skills to perform tasks in
dynamic environments
Complex skills that combines
previously learned skills to perform
different tasks
Ability to apply its skills in different
environments
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Hierarchical TRP Learning
We introduce FOSeq, an algorithm to
learn TRPs that produces particular
sequences of actions satisfying a
particular goal (e.g. goto)
TRPs can be expressed in terms of
other TRPs.
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Actionset

frontzone(State,obstfree)

goforward (goal)

frontzone(State,obst)

turnright

rearzone(State,obst)

turnleft

rearzone(State,obstfree)
closest
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wander(State,goforward) ←
frontzone(State,obstfree).
wander(State,turnleft) ←
frontzone(State,obst),
closestobst(State,Lmk,Dist,Ang),
lteg(Ang,1.51).
wander(State, turnright) ←
frontzone(State,obst).

Depending on the teacher’s
guidance, the distance criteria to
avoid obstacles will be different.

The robot may show a “cautious” or a “daring”
behavior. Distance and angular ranges capture the
differences between guidance’s styles. This
backgound knowledge can be learned.
Example

The TRPs were tested in simulation and
in a PeopleBot ActivMedia robot called
Markovito. The tasks were:
 following a person,
 navigating to several places
designated semantically (e.g. kitchen,
room),
 finding one of a set of objects in a
house, and
 delivering messages and/or objects
The first three tasks are part of the
RoboCup@Home Challenge.

Wander

frontzone(State,Action)
frontzone(State,obst) ←
closestobst(State,_,Dist,_),
lteq(Dist, 0.49).
frontzone(State,obstfree).
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